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What is climate change?

 And what about greenhouse gases?



 Very long term

 Covers a wide area 

 Seasonal changes

CLIMATE is the average of many years of 

weather observation.

Tropical

Temperate

Mild

etc





Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

In the distant past, the Earth was 
much warmer. High levels of 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
fueled lush growth, some of 
which was stored in the form of 
fossil fuels. 



• Sharp 

increases in 

these heat-

trapping gases 

since the 

Industrial 

Revolution

Industrial Revolution jump in carbon emissions



www.epa.gov/climatechange

Carbon Dioxide in Earth’s atmosphere 
has risen by about 30% since the 
beginning of the industrial revolution. 
Most of the increase is due to the 
combustion of fossil fuels, which 
releases the long-stored CO2 back 
into the atmosphere.



• Some studies 

suggest 

highest level 

in 2 million 

years

Science: Reconstructing the Past



• Trends in CO2

and global 

temperatures 

are closely 

related

Indicators: Hotter Times Have Arrived



• 2015: 39th

consecutive 

year global 

temperature 

was above 

average

• More than 100 

years since 

Earth has had 

a record cold 

year 

Indicators: Hotter Times Have Arrived



Caused by:

• Warm, 

expanding 

waters

• Melting ice 

sheets 

(Antarctica, 

Greenland) 

• Melting 

glaciers

Indicators: Sea Levels Are Rising



• Decisions on 

energy use 

will determine 

the path of 

warming

• Also based on 

agricultural 

practices, 

deforestation

Future: Decisions Now — Future Warming





• 97% of actively publishing 

climate scientists agree that 

human-caused climate 

change is happening.

• 99.9% of scientific research 

studies published in peer-

reviewed scientific journals 

attribute climate change to 

human activity

• Nothing else can explain the observations

Science: Consensus



Our Paris commitment 
 NZ’s pledge is to reduce our 

greenhouse gas emissions by 30% 

below 2005 levels by 2030

 …equivalent to

11% below 1990 levels by 2030

 Yet…

40% cut from 1990 levels by 2030

 …is California's bi-partisan, 

mandated goal



What we promise

...vs. we’re doing

 We’re missing our 

Paris commitments 

by miles

 http://www.productivity.go

vt.nz/inquiry-
content/3254?stage=2

http://www.productivity.govt.nz/inquiry-content/3254?stage=2


NZ’s greenhouse gas emissions

Land use, land-use change & forestry



Farm Animals Release Methane From their Wastes



In NZ, road transport is a big issue

An opportunity for change



1% of NZ’s fleet of EVs and plug-in hybrids (9 cars)

at the Auckland pre-Paris climate march, November 2015



Aviation...highest emissions but greatest improvement



Deforestation reduces natural absorption of carbon dioxide (CO2)



More Greenhouse Gases Mean a Warmer Earth
Global figures

www.stuffintheair.com/global-energy-balance.html

http://www.stuffintheair.com/global-warming-carbon-dioxide.html
http://www.stuffintheair.com/global-warming-carbon-dioxide.html
http://www.stuffintheair.com/global-warming-carbon-dioxide.html


To whom does climate change matter?

 To everyone

 Survival of the biosphere and human race!

 Avoid the ‘6th extinction’

 Vision a future and work towards it

 To the world’s poorest communities

 More vulnerable to food and water shortages and conflict

 To faith communities

 Existing communities: responses to isolation, depression and despair

 A spiritual approach: life is sacred, and so is our habitat

 Use it sustainably, don’t exploit it

 To Christian churches

 Care for Creation and Social Justice



Why do we care as Christians?

 Care for Creation

 The Lord God took the man and put him in the garden of Eden to till it 

and to care for it.

Genesis 2:15

 Social justice

 The poorest sectors of society will suffer first and worst

 Sea level rise

 Pacific islands, Bangladesh, coastal China

 Extreme climate events: flood; drought; wetter, faster hurricanes

 Food and water scarcity, bringing conflict



The Lord God took the man and put him in the garden of Eden to till it 

and to care for it.

Genesis 2:15



The Five Marks of Mission of the 

Anglican Communion

 To proclaim the Good News of the Kingdom

 To teach, baptise and nurture new believers

 To respond to human need by loving service

 To transform unjust structures of society, to challenge violence of every kind and 

pursue peace and reconciliation

 To strive to safeguard the integrity of creation, and sustain and renew the life of 
the earth



Rt. Revd David Moxon

 “Climate change reflects the denial of social justice. Climate 

change is occurring because people in rich countries are 

consuming resources and generating waste (particularly CO2) at 

a rate that is overwhelming the processes that sustain the 

biosphere. We consume resources at a rate that would require 3-

4 Earths if everyone on earth consumed at the same rate. 

Jeremiah connected ecological collapse, injustice and neglect 

of the moral order, with neglect of the true worship (Jer. 5: 22-28). 

Unrestrained consumption is inherently unjust and is not an option 

for disciples of Christ.”



Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, 

2005

‘For the Church of the 21st Century, 
good ecology is not an optional 

extra but a matter of justice. 

It is therefore central to what it 
means to be a Christian.’ 



Some spiritual/moral issues

 Willingness to acknowledge that there is a problem

 Willingness to accept that this is my problem

 Not just somebody else’s or the government’s

 Willingness to acknowledge that the problem represents a 

spiritual/moral issue

 We enjoy our consumer lifestyle while others  suffer (= social injustice)

 Idolatry = ‘to value something or someone in a way that hinders the love 

and trust we owe to God’ [our consumer goods and lifestyle?]

 Willingness to change personal lifestyles

 ‘Repentance’ =  acknowledgment then change

 Willingness to work as faith communities on changing our lifestyles



What is being done about climate change?

 Governments

 International agreements: in Kyoto, Copenhagen, Paris

 Emissions trading scheme (National/Labour), proposed carbon tax (Greens)

 Regional/local bodies

 Auckland City Council sustainability planning and divestment from fossil fuel industry

 Divestment by Universities and other institutions

 NGOs

 350.org, Generation Zero, the ‘zero carbon act’ 

 Schools

 Education on causes and responses of climate change

 Faith communities: statements of concern, and some actions

 Christian: Anglican, Catholic (‘Laudato Si’), Methodist, Presbyterian and others

 Others: Jewish, Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic, Shinto etc



Alternative Energy Sources and What You Can Do



What sort of change is needed?

 “…the shift from the old economy to a new, low-emissions 

economy will be profound and widespread,

transforming land use, the energy system,

production methods and technology,

regulatory frameworks and institutions,

and business and political culture.”

 New Zealand Productivity Commission

Low carbon economy, August 2017

 http://www.productivity.govt.nz/inquiry-content/3254?stage=2

 Final report, with recommendations due June 30, 2018

http://www.productivity.govt.nz/inquiry-content/3254?stage=2


What one ministry unit is doing



Thought for today

 St. Matthews in the City is already demonstrating its concern for the 

poorest sectors of society

 Could we also become a flagship church for sustainable living? 



“You’ll have
no future…

…if you don’t
make one

for yourself”

Johnny Rotten



Pure Advantage
 One of the few thought 

leaders on our big transition

to a low carbon economy

 Business-backed advocates 

of

 ...clean technology

 ...low carbon

 ...deep sustainability

 http://pureadvantage.org/

http://pureadvantage.org/


Net Zero New Zealand
 Very encouraging NZ roadmap to

a low carbon economy

 ...and the dangers of sticking where we are

 Commissioned by Globe-NZ (all-party 

group of MPs), business and others

 Report produced by Vivid Economics of 

the UK

 Report, and slides from Beehive launch:

 http://www.vivideconomics.com/publications/net-

zero-in-new-zealand

http://www.vivideconomics.com/publications/net-zero-in-new-zealand
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